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.EPUB ? The Truth Behind the Lies ?
eBooks or Kindle ePUB free
I had read this author before and that book of his was about his divorce and how he s
coping with it and such This book is different and although it is a work of fiction, I could not

help but think that these are his personal thoughts Anyway, I read and finished it in three
days because it was so interesting, it caught my attention span and kept me reading on
yearning to find out what will the outcome of his protagonist It is a narrative of a man who
has recently escaped from imprisonment where he was tortured, raped, and starved by his
captors He was taken by these captors for simply encouraging people to start thinking for
themselves, to live in harmony with the planet and other human beings It is a journal esque
book of him writing from a shelter in the woods he stumbled upon it after his escape and the
writings are addressed to his second wife called Summer The narrator who is unnamed
keeps on assuring her that when they are reunited he will give her all the love and
appreciation that he feels she deserves while also loving his children with her Finally, the
narrator stated in this book that he wants whoever will be reading this journal of his to take it
seriously because he needs to write about what he feels led the human race to World War
III Here are some concepts and views this narrator addressed throughout his book here that
interested me Feminism is one cause of divorce and trouble among the human race This
led to women becoming uncomfortable in their own skin It is where women have become
unappreciative of what is perceived as a female s natural duty but instead are programmed
to think and behave like men No one really knows what they are believing in any This is
when people around him were just repeating what they learned from the news but they
actually are discussing the same topics about politics, the economy, and war over and over
it exhausted him The whole man on the moon accomplishment is indeed a thing that seeks
to discredit the Bible, making an attempt at separating mankind from God They taught us
what they wanted us to know in school so we would behave the way they wanted us to
when we were adults No actual laborer is superior over the other laborer Everyone needs
each other for each other s talents and skills In my humble opinion, this book has its
strengths and weaknesses all the same When you read it, be prepared to take from it what
you think is beneficial for yourself and your family as well as leave some ideas that may
deem otherwise It is a great book for those who love to read and debate ideas that may be
extreme or interesting to their established way of thinking I simply enjoyed this book for its
storyline, a man who was abducted by some secret society to where they made him suffer
for being unique and different among others For simply trying to encourage others around
him to bepeaceful and loving of each other God bless. What a unique and fantastic read
This is fictional journaling at its finest A lot of his Rau s thoughts can really put you in your
own mind It s easy to forget this is a piece of fiction, and it really makes one wonder what
lurks just ahead of us.Rau does the writing here masterfully, taking a very hard style
journaling style can really be hard for a reader to jump into , and making it worth the read
with the thoughts and ideas experiences.Some of the journaling is reallylike letters to the
main character s wife, Summer, but even then the style is consistent enough to follow Be
patient with this one, once you get past the style it ll hook you in for a great read This really
is a story of personal accountability on the big stage of the world We all have a part Is this a

terrifying glimpse into the future The Truth Behind the Lies by Jaeson D Rau is written in
journal form, offering the perspectives of a man who was once jailed for advocating peace,
whilst World War III was raging Once released and searching for his wife, he finds an empty
journal, which offers him a much needed way to organise his thoughts and musings on the
world Whilst trying to figure out the real reasons behind the devastating are He considers
the impact certain things have on the world, discussing the effects of the likes of excessive
consumerism, addiction, apathy, and many others He becomes to realise that everyone
must share in the responsibility of the war because even if it is just in the smallest way, we
allowed this to happen We ignore things that matter and don t speak out when we should
The Truth Behind the Lies is a book that really makes you think It makes you look into the
big issues of today and how we should beresponsible for ourselves and each other If we
don t do , then this is a world we could face in the near future. The Truth Behind the Lies
One Man s Journey Through WWIII by Jaeson D Rau uses the personal touch of a journal
in order to encapsulate thoughts on society and mankind as a whole The format is a little
tough to get into, the main character s words form one long rant after another He even
indicates that he is ranting to his wife Summer as he goes on and on about tough subjects
Having seemingly escaped from war, and hanging out in a remote cabin after he becomes
free, he embarks on recounting his thoughts in this expansive personal expose From
tackling subjects like mass consumerism to adultery, to addictions of all kinds, to simply
letting our lives go by, the author has taken great pains to point out the ills of society, and
blames us, not the government for war and muchWe let this happen This is certainly a
unique book, and one that requires several readings in order to digest the content, The
Truth Behind the Lies is a tour de force that is a great social commentary of many of the
horrific issues plaguing man today Highly recommend.

In this novel, we are met with the problems we have today, but they are placed in the future

and explained by a man who escaped from the war.I found some paragraphs so important
to questioning the world, the self, and the society around us This man is writing to his wife,
Summer, in a journal he found shortly after his escape He starts with explaining what
happened, but as the novel progresses he get intocontroversial topics that many think are
what crazies think.I would highly recommend this novel to anyone interested in the things
that are primarily kept quiet about. The truth behind the lies is another book J.D Rau s
achievements It is not an easy book to read Of course it is well written but what I meant is
the topic The author presents his point of view what happens in the contemporary world His
thesis says that it is not the governments or military but, each of us that is responsible for
the situation in our world War world III is our fault.I have not always agreed with J Rau,
however is good to know different point of view than ourselves And because of this The
truth behind lie is worth a read. .EPUB ? The Truth Behind the Lies ? The TRUTH Behind
The LIES Is Written By A Man Who Had Been Arrested For Promoting Peace, Conscious
Awareness, And Living Without Government Control Years Later, Free From His Prison
And On A Mission To Find His Beloved Wife, He Finds Refuge And An Empty Journal While
Writing About What He Thinks Caused World War III, He Makes The Grim Realization It
Was Not Up To The Governments Or Military To Make Sure That Mankind Was Peaceful It
Was Up To Each Of Us A pretty controversial read, but one that isvital now than at less
polarised generations of our past At times this reads like a social commentary of the
present day, although written in a reflective take from someone in the future A very raw and
critical appraisal, but then again how could you reflect on these matters in any other way I
think I ll getout of this from another read through, so I m planning to do that in a few months
Lots of what I read really has stuck with me though, so I am looking forward to tackling it
again.
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